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Abstract
Research activities in field emitter arrays are driven by the potential of their application to
flat panel displays and high power microwave systems. While the operating voltage has
been reduced to about 50 - 100 V by the application of micromachining and IC
fabrication techniques, the operating voltages are far from optimized, and need to be
reduced to levels compatible with CMOS circuits, (5 - 10 V). Recent work on reducing
the operating voltage has focused on decreasing the gate aperture. This research effort
examines the critical device parameters required for scaling the gate operating voltage to
CMOS compatible levels. Numerical simulation of "realistic" device structures was
performed using a commercially available electrostatic simulator (Ansoft) and custom
written software. The scaling behavior and scaling limits of FEA devices was
determined, and device design guidelines are given for the above mentioned applications.
This study determined that it is feasible to operate field emitter arrays at voltages below
10 V if the gate aperture is scaled to about 100 nm.
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Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
As technology in the areas of computers, communications and information systems
advances there is an increased interest in portable display applications. In many cases
such as the lap top computer, it is the display requirements that are a major driver for the
final product. In present day laptops almost half of the power budget is allocated to run
the display. Battery life is a major concern in portable systems design. The power
consumed by the display is attracting increasing attention and has created a need to
develop a high efficiency, low cost and light weight display technology.
At the present, Liquid Crystal Display (LCDs) is the dominant display technology used
for almost all portable syste.,i ,pplications. Although LCDs are a lightweight technology,
they lack high efficiency. This is due to the fundamental nature of the transmissive LCD:
It is a light valve that is only able to transmit at most 15% (5% for color) of the back-light
in current implementations of the technology. An emissive display such as a Cathode
Ray Tube (CRT) provides higher brightness and higher efficiency; however, it is bulky
and dissipates too much power in deflector electrodes. An ideal display would combine
the physical characteristics of the LCD (thin, lightweight) with the display properties of
the CRT (high efficiency, high brightness).
Field Emitter Arrays (FEA) can provide a matrix addressable flat electron source with the
size and weight characteristics of an LCD display. A flat display made with this matrix
addressable electron source would have the benefits of an emissive display such as high
brightness and higher efficiency without the bulky package.
Significant reduction in field emitter operating voltages occurred in the last few years.
Early field emitters made of etched Molybdenum wires operated at voltages from 1000 -
30000 V. In 1976 the first arrays of Spindt cones fabricated at SRI with diameters of 1
gIm operated in the range of 100 - 300 V [ 1]. In 1993 arrays of field emitters fabricated at
Lincoln Labs with gate apertures of 160 nm operated in the range of 20 - 30 V [2]. With
new advances in lithography, thin film deposition and surface micromachining we will be
able to create high current density electron sources operating at lower voltages.
The use of low voltage field emitter arrays as a two dimensional array electron source for
an emissive display will allow the display to take advantage of the display quality benefits
of a CRT and size and weight of an LCD.
Subsystem: Notebook Computer Multi-Media Terminal
1995 1999
Logic and Memory 2.0 W 1.0 W
Display 4.0 W (10.4" dia. VGA) 2.5 W (13.3" dia.
SXGA)
Communications 0.5 W 0.25 W
DC Power Supply 0.5 W 0.25 W
Storage / Other 1.0 W 0.5 W
Total 8W 4.TS W
Table 1: Notebook Computer Power Budget
1.1.1 FIELD EMITTERS IN DISPLAY APPLICATIONS
The cathode ray tube (CRT) is the major component in most present day televisions and
computer monitors. The CRT is a large vacuum tube with a single thermionic emission
source at the back. Electrons are 'boiled' off of the emitter and accelerated to the
phosphor screen where they cause the phosphor to give off light. The single electron
beam is rastered by steering electronics over the entire display area.
Cathodoluminescence has many advantages to display applications: [3]
* High Brightness
* High dynamic range in brightness (non linear voltage response)
* Full color
* Wide Viewing angle
* High spatial resolution
The major drawback in CRTs is the sheer size and weight. As displays get larger you
need a proportionally larger tube (in depth also), larger deflection components, and larger
magnetic deflection coils. The electron source is located far from the screen because
there is only a finite amount of energy available to deflect the electron through a large
angle. Arrays of field emitters on the other hand could provide an electron source in
close proximity to the phosphor screen. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a typical field
emission flat panel display (FED). The display is composed of a face plate made up of
glass with a layer of indium tin oxide (transparent conductor) and phosphors. Similar to a
television screen, the electrons would be accelerated to the face-plate across the vacuum
region. Unlike the CRT, the separation is only a few millimeters from the base-plate to
the face-plate. The base-plate is made up of the field emitter arrays on a thin substrate.
In contrast to the CRT, FEDs have arrays of emitters for each pixel of phosphors on the
face-plate. The ability to matrix address and control the individual arrays eliminates the
need for deflection coils found in CRTs. In addition this control could be accomplished
through driver electronics located in the substrate unuerneath the array. Electronics to
demultiplex a high speed serial video signal could also be included in the substrate.
Glass
ITO
Gate
Oxide
Figure 1: Field Emission Flat Panel Display
1.1.2 COMPARISON WITH EXISTING FLAT DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES
An emissive display with a field emission electron source would provide the excellent
display attributes of a CRT with the size and weight benefit of other flat panel displays.
A review of the current state of these other displays is important for motivation to pursue
the field emission display (FED). [3. 4]
Passive Matrix Liquid Crystal Display (PMLCD) and Active Matrix Liquid Crystal
Display (AMLCD) [5]: Both types of LCDs are based on the 'light pipe' scheme. Light
frc~ a uniform, well controlled source is passed through multiple layers including
polarizers, filters, and the liquid crystal layers. The intensity of the light allowed through
at any particular location (pixel) is based on the rotational angle of the liquid crystals.
LCDs have a weak non-linear electro-optic response to voltage, however it is not as steep
as a FED and restricts the dynamic range of the display. AMLCDs provide improvements
over the PMLCDs by using a transistor to provide a non-linear response and better
dynamic range. Unfortunately they both have many disadvantages. These include, low
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efficiency due to the multiple layers the light must pass through, poor viewing angle,
sensitivity to temperature, and the dependence on a very uniform flat light source.
Electroluminescence Displays (ELD) [6] : In an ELD, phosphor dots are placed between
conductor lines. To get illumination, a potential is applied across the phosphor until
breakdown occurs -- this causes a hot electron which excites the phosphor. As opposed
to LCDs, ELDs primary advantage is it provides the non-linear voltage characteristic
needed, (due to the abrupt voltage breakdown process). ELDs have problems related to
the obtaining adequate brightness, high capacitance (low refresh rate) and difficulties with
phosphors.
Plasma Display Panels (PDP) [7]: PDPs have a structure similar to an LCD. PDPs are
made up of a sandwich structure made up of two flat glass plates with a gas medium in
between. The two plates are patterned with conductors (one side transparent) for x-y
addressability. In operation, PDPs are similar to ELDs but they instead require the
breakdown of the gas (as opposed to a phosphor) to provide illumination. This
breakdown also provides a non-linear response to voltage. The major difficulties that
PDPs face include the volume of gas required to obtain adequate brightness and the omni-
directional emission of light leading to cross-talk between pixels.
Vacuum Fluorescent Displays (VFD): VFDs are similar to CRTs and FEDs in that they
are emissive displays. Like the CRT, the VFD uses thermionic emission of electrons to
excite phosphors. VFDs use hot wires to create a large area cathode. Electrons from this
cathode are accelerated through or repelled from a series of x-y addressable grids The
problems that are encountered with VFDs include the lack of low voltage phosphors and
the waste of power to keep the entire electron source on continuously. There have also
been problems obtaining current densities high enough for high brightness displays.
Power consumption 200 W 100 W 40-50 W 60 W 60-80 W 15 W
Contrast Ratio Excellent Good Good Good Good Excellent
Viewing Angle Excellent Excellent Good Excellent Excellent Excellent
Luminance 350 Cd/m2  350 Cd/m2  100 Cd/m2  70 Cd/m2  70 Cd/m 700 Cd/m 2
Color Best Full Green/Yellow Full Full Best
Resolution Excellent Excellent Excellent Satisfactory Satisfactory Excellent
High-ambient light Almost Sunlight Sunlight Poor Satisfactory Sunlight
readability sunlight viewable viewable viewable
viewable
Frame rate 60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz
Pixel Matrix 2048 x 2048 1024 x 1024 864 x 1024 400 x 600 2048 x 2048 1024 x 1024
Resistance to:
Temperature Excellent Poor Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory Excellent
Humidity Satisfactory Poor Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory Excellent
Shock & Satisfactory Excellent Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Excellent
Vibration
Luminous Efficiency 0.16 Im/W 0.32 lm/W 0.15 Im/W 0.11 lm/W 0.09 Im/W 4.25 lm/W
(including electronics)
Display Depth 14 in 5 in 2 in 2 in 2 in 2 in
(including electronics)
Figure of Merit 1.14x 10-2 6.40x 10 -2 7.50 x 10 2 5.50 x 10 2 4.50 x 10 2 2.13
(Luminous
efficiency/display
depth)
Normalized Figure of 1 5.6 6.6 4.8 3.9 187
Merit
Table 2: Comparison of Display Technologies [8]
1.1.3 FIELD EMITTERS IN MICROWAVE APPLICATIONS
Application of field emitter arrays to microwave power tubes can be accomplished in two
ways. The array can be used a. an electron source for the power tube of a conventional
beam tube such as a traveling wave tube (TWT). Microfabricated field-emitter arrays are
also being investigated as a sources of pre-bunched electrons for microwave amplifier
tubes. [9] This pre-bunching of the electrons could be achieved by modulating the signal
on the gate electrode of the emitter.
Similar to the display applications, there is a case where we would like to be able to
control the field emitter by modulating the gate voltage. A field emitter operating at low
gate voltages could be integrated with high speed solid state devices to provide a high
frequency, high power amplifier.
1.2 CHALLENGES TO FIELD EMITTER ARRAYS APPLICATIONS
The first difficulty with field emitter arrays has implications to both display and
microwave applications. The high operating voltages of field emitters makes it difficult to
create solid state driver electronics that are compatible with field emitters. These driver
electronics could be used for either display control or modulation of a microwave
amplifiers signal. The second which relates specifically to displays is the ability for the
display package to maintain vacuum and problems with breakdown across the spacers
that separate the face-plate from the base-plate. This breakdown problem is related to the
third problem of better designed phosphor. Phosphors for CRTs operate at 10,000-20,000
volts (high voltage phosphors). With the close spacing of the face-plate to the base-plate
these voltages would cause arcing and breakdown. There is a desire to develop high
luminous efficiency phosphors that operate at low voltages, 500 - 1000 volts (low voltage
phosphors).
1.3 LOW VOLTAGE FIELD EMITTER ARRAY IMPLICATIONS
The use of low voltage field emitter array in display application would provide many
improvements to both the performance and manufacturability of field emission displays.
Past work to lower the voltage was accomplished by placing the gate closer to the tip and
making the radius of the tip very small. Low voltage operation makes the cathodes less
vulnerable to damage by ionization of ambient gas. [1] This will allow more stable
emission properties and longer emitter lifetime. In addition to this, the low voltage arrays
will allow the use of standard CMOS drivers, reduce the energy stored in the gate, reduce
power loss in driver electronics and allow for single substrate integration (particularly
important for small display applications). We examine below the implications of a low
voltage FEA device.
1.3.1 STANDARD CMOS DRIVERS
The previous described implementation of FEAs for a display application would allow for
the control electronics to be implemented in standard CMOS logic. The ability to use
standard CMOS logic and drivers would reduce design costs. Present knowledge base for
low power electronics and the availability of similar LCD driver electronics would
minimize the amount of re-work that needs to be done. A standard CMOS process can be
implemented more easily in a fabrication process line.
1.3.2 ENERGY STORAGE IN THE GATE
The gate to cathode structure of the FEA resembles a capacitor. The energy stored in that
gate is:
E = CV: [1]
where C is the capacitance between the gate and cathode, and Vg is the gate voltage. The
lower voltage will help to increase burnout resistance, since far less energy is stored in the
gate.[2]
1.3.3 ADDRESSING ELECTRONICS
Logic circuitry and driver electronics are being designed to operate at lower voltages.
This will reduce the dynamic power dissipation in the display driver circuits. The power
dissipated is:
E = CV 2 f [2]
where f is the switching frequency. This will have greater implications as frame rates
increase in displays. This power dissipation (as opposed to the power to accelerate the
electrons to the anode) can not be converted to light and therefore is detrimental to the
overall efficiency of the display.
1.3.4 SINGLE SUBSTRATE INTEGRATION
If the above three advantages are considered together, then this allows the integration of
the CMOS logic on the wafer located in the single crystal silicon substrate beneath the
FEA. For small displays, a single video signal could be fed into the display, eliminating
the need for a massive parallel bonding effort required for high definition matrix
addressable display. De-multiplexing of the signal, image processing. and the processing
of the control signal for the pixels (FEAs) would be done in circuits fabricated in a single
crystal substrate. After the fabrication of these circuits, the substrate could be planarized
allowing the fabrication of the FEAs. The processing required to fabricate the FEAs is all
low temperature and compatible with standard CMOS back end processing. The reduced
power dissipated in the switching electronics would minimize undesirable thermal
stresses in this multi-layer structure.
1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The performance of a field emission device is based on the device's geometry and the
materials properties of the structures, (e.g. the workfunction of the emitter cone). Simple
electrostatic theory and past work [1,2] predicts an improvement in device performance
as the devices are scaled down in size. With standard molybdenum emitters, (4 = 4.5
eV), the size regime necessary to fabricate low voltage field emitter arrays (LV-FEAs) is
below 150 nm gate aperture. No simulation and little experimental work has been done
on device geometry of this size. In this work I have developed a tool for the prediction of
the performance of ultra small field emitters.- Th- iDas allowed the development of design
rules for the fabrication of these emitters which will optimize device performance based
on parameters which can be well controlled in the fabrication process.
1.5 OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH
The main effort of the project was to determine the viability of fabricating an array of
field emitters that will operate at a low voltage, (5 - 10 V). A range of emitter cone
geometry were modeled in an electrostatic simulator. e-field solutions were extracted and
used to determine I-V characteristic (which can be then represented by two numbers a,
which represents the effective emitting area, and 0, which relates surface electric field to
voltage). A simple mathematical model was developed by fitting a and 0 as a function of
the device geometry. Different scaling schemes were implemented (including statistical
distributions in device geometry similar to real life fabrications) and the device
performance was predicted. Additional parameters besides operating voltage (Vo)
included local emitter current density (Je), tip transconductance (gm) and device
capacitance (C).
1.6 THESIS ORGANIZATION
The second chapter in this thesis will present a background on electron emission and
electrostatics, the electrostatic portion of the simulation is discusses in Chapter 3, the
model fit to the data is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 scaling theories are
presented, predictions on the performance of the LV-FEAs in Chapter 6, and conclusions
in Chapter 7. There is also an appendix containing the custom developed software files.
CHAPTER 2
ELECTRON EMISSION AND FIELD EMITTERS
Common methods to extract electrons from an material are thermionic-emission, photo-
emission, and field emission. Thermionic emission rely on the heating of the material to
'boil - off' the electrons. It is more precisely described as the spread in the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function until there are electrons with thermal energy high enough to
overcome the workfunction (4) and escape the material. (Figure 2.a). Photo-emission is
re ) . .. .- -.. . .. ". .. . . . . . . . . . . .
x-2nmE , _ : ·: :·:::: ·:-:- ·:-: ··:::;: ·: :: · *:::*·
x . i -2 rw
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(a): Thermionic Emission (b): Field Emission
Figure 2: Electron Emission from a Metal
caused by a transfer of energy from a photon to an electron so it can overcome
workfunction. Both rely on the increase in electron energy so the electron may classically
overcome the barrier to escape the material Field emission rely on a huge external
electric field to bend the energy bands making the barrier thin enough to allow electrons
I
to quantum mechanically tunnel out with a given transmission coefficient and escape to
vacuum[ 10]. (Figure 2.b).
2.1 FOWLER - NORDHEIM THEORY
Figure 2.b shows that the emitted current is related to the amount of electrons that can
tunnel through the triangular shaped barrier. Both the width of the barrier and the supply
of electrons is a function of energy and the tunneling current density will be the product
of the incident flux, the transmission probability per electronic state and the occupational
probability of this state. [ 11]
J = eJ D(Ex )N(Ex )dEx  [3]
where D(Ex) is the transmission probability at normal energy Ex and N(Ex) is the electron
supply function found by combining the electron distribution from Fermi-Dirac statistics
and the density of states and given by:
N(Ex)= mkT In + exp E- Ex [4]
By using the WKB approximation:
Dw,, (Ex ) = exp - 4 ee ( - Ex - E [5]
This one dimensional rmid'el fits very well to experimental data and the Fowler Nordheim
described next.
As early as the 1920's the use of intense electric fields to extract electrons for cold metals
was well known.[12] The work by Fowler and Nordheim was based on an approximate
theory of the effect as first developed by Schottky.[13] Equation 6 is the Fowler-
Nordheim equation which describes the current density emitted, J [A/cm2], as a function of
the electric field at the metal surface, E [V/cm2], and the material's workfunction, 0 [eV].
ee-2 8"n-(2"m)K'O•'v(Y)!  [6]J(e,O) = 8r .h t2 y- exp8 (2  )Y - v(y) [6]
where
y =( [7]
and e = electronic charge, h = Planck's constant and t (y) and v(y) are Nordheim elliptical
functions which take into account the image charge effects. Their values are well
approximated by t2 (y) = 1.1 and v(y) = 0.95 - y2.[14] As compiled by Spindt (1976), the
simplification and further manipulation of equation 6 is as follows:
A*e 2J(e,)=.t )exp -B - v(y)E [8]
where A = 1.54 x 10-6 and B = 6.87 x 107 and y = 3.79 x 10-4 E"/2/.
Including the previous approximations for t2(y) and v(y) and the change from current
density to current and E-field to voltage by:
IJ=-, and e= pV
where a is the emitting area and p is the local field conversion factor at the emitter
surface, the modified Fowler-Nordheim equation is given by:
I= afV2 exp [9]
where:
a aA 2  B(1.44 x 10-) [10]ex= pi [10]fn 115
0.95B [11]
The parameters af, and bfn can be found from the slope and intercept of the Fowler
Nordheim plot which is a semilog graph of I/V 2 vs. 1/V.
F-N Plot for a Field Emitter
0
-100
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Figure 3: Example Fowler Nordheim Plot
2.2 FIELD ENHANCEMENT
From Figure 2.b we can get an estimate of the required field to get appreciable current
flow from the device. Assuming that all the emission is from the Fermi level, and the
tunneling probability becomes significant when the barrier width is 1 - 2 nm which is
approximately the wavelength of the electron (DwKB(EF)=e C; when x = X) . For a
material with a work function of 0 = 4.5 eV, the applied field is required to be 2 x 107 - 5
x 107 V/cm. In order to achieve these fields between parallel plates, even at a sub-micron
spacing would require large voltages:
0V cm5x 107 50nm x -~ 250V
cm 107 nm
This parallel plate example shows that in order to achieve a high field at low voltages we
will need to use the physical structure to obtain field enhancement as seen at very sharp
tips. An good model for the geometry effects we see in a field emitter cone is the ball in a
sphere model. The interior ball is analogous to the cone tip and the outer sphere is the
gate structure. The ball in a sphere can be solve analytically to give:
tip-surfaice [12
Figure 4: Bail in a Sphere Model
r
In the case where d >> r, the electric field is independen*t' ofýý aperture (2-d) and
inversely proportional to the radius of curvature of the tip.Vet tor er to achieve the
previous required electric field (5 x 107 V/cm) at low gate voltages (10 V) the radius of
curvature (r) of the tip must be 2 nm.
2.3 CLASSES OF FIELD EMITTERS
The geometry of the field emitter plays a critical role in determining the devices
performance. Emitters are typically classified according to their geometry. The three
major classes of emitters are the cone, ridge, and the edge emitter. Combinations and
variations of these classes are seen in efforts to improve performance or ease the
fabrication of FEAs.
control electrode
(a) cone emitter (b) ridge emitter
(c) thin film edge emitter
Figure 5: Field Emitter Structures
2.3.1 CONE EMITTER
Early field emitters made of etched Molybdenum wires operated at voltages from 1000 -
30000 V. In 1976 the first arrays of Spindt cones fabricated at SRI with diameters of 1
jtm operated in the range of 100 - 300 V [15,14]. In 1993 arrays of field emitters
fabricated at Lincoln Labs with gate apertures of 160 nm operated in the range of 20 - 30
V [161.
This study focuses on the field emitters in the cone emitter family. The emitt-. :.;tructure
is made up of a conducting cone on a conducting substrate (cathode). The tip of the cone
is located in an opening in the gate electrode which is a conducting layer separated from
the cathode by an insulator layer.
The fabrication of these arrays was described in 1976 by Capp Spindt [11, and has remain
essentially the same.
a. standard Si substrate.
b. oxide growth to form insulating layer.
c. deposit a layer of molybdenum to form the gate.
d. lithography to define the gate apertures.
e. open the gate apertures
f. etch of the oxide through the apertures down to the substrate.
g. angled evaporation of the aluminum parting layer to protect the gate.
h. vertical molybdenum deposition through the gate aperture. The hole
closes during this process forming the cone underneath.
i. dissolve the aluminum parting layer to release the molybdenum waste
layer.
The fabrication technique for the large arrays of ultra-small uniform gate apertures relies
on the use of interferometric lithography [2, 17] for step 4 above.
2.3.2 RIDGE EMITTER
Ridge emitters are very similar to the cone emitters and can be fabricated with a similar
process. The operating voltage of a ridge emitter will not be as low as the cone
counterpart. This can be attributed lower curvature surface resulting in a lower e-field at
the tip surface. The electric field at the tip surface of the ridge would be similar to that
predicted by the solution to Laplace's equation of the coaxial cylinders. [18]
Sridge-surfac = +d [13]
rl( r
2.3.3 THIN FILM EDGE EMITTER
The thin film emitter is a horizontal structure with a lateral emitter formed by planar
lithography and surface micromachining (Figure 5.c). High frequency performance of
these devices should prove to be superior to other FEA structures. This is due to a
combination of the well controlled small radius of curvature of the emitter edge
(maximizing gm), and the minimization of the emitter-gate capacitance, (minimizing
C).[ 19]
The thin film edge emitters tend to be more difficult and complicated to fabricate than the
vertical structures. This is primarily due to the difficulty related to the depositing stress-
free layers of material. The horizontal geometry does lend itself to including the anode
on the same wafer (single wafer integration) or using a deflection electrode to steer the
electrons from a horizontal to vertical path.

CHAPTER 3
ELECTROSTATIC MODELING
3.1 PRIOR WORK ON EMITTER MODELING
There are presently no commercial modeling tools for the complete evaluation of field
emission devices. Most electrical simulation work involves the use of an electrostatic
solver, and the evaluation of device performance based on E-field solutions. Previous
simulation work has been concentrated in three areas; focusing [20, 21, 22, 23, 24],
electrical characterization [18,25, 26, 27], and thermal effects [18,27, 28, 29].
3.1.1 FOCUSING MODELING
Many applications of FEAs (both display and microwave) require a collimated electron
beam. A well collimated beam would allow lfrther separation of the face-plate and base-
plate in Figure 1 without the spread of the electron beam which would reduce resolution
of the display. Focusing methods have included proximity focusing, planar focusing, and
aperture focusing. In addition to providing a well collimated beam, the effects of the
focusing must be considered on the performance of the device. The areas of concern are;
the degradation of the local e-field at the tip due to the focusing electrode (typically seen
when Vfocus < 0.0), and current loss to the focusing electrode, (typically seen when Vfocus
> 0.0). The device modeling techniques and software developed in this study allow the
inclusion of multiple focusing electrodes for future performance analysis.
3.1.2 ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE MODELING
Simulation that concentrates on the electrical performance of the FEAs has been
conducted to analyze the effects of varying device geometry. Most work has studied the
large emitter regime where gate apertures range from 1100 nm [27] to 4000 nm [25]. The
typical tip radius of curvatures ranged from 10 - 50 nm. These models have difficulty
predicting device performance based on the tips having a smooth spherical cap.
Experimental results have indicated that the electric fields at the tip, are too small by a
factor of 4 to account for the observed field emission without requiring an unreasonably
small work function. [1] Features below 10 nm will most likely dominate device
performance It is difficult to model tip radius of curvature below 10 nm with most
electrostatic simulator. This is primarily due to the variation in feature sizes (modeling a
3 nm feature in a 100 plm problem space), and the inability of a solver to resolve them
with a finite number of mesh points. [18] Although the study does not analyze rough
surfaces and uses a spherical cap for the emitter tip, the size regime we are investigating
is small enough (1 nm < radius of curvature < 5 nm) to indicate the general feature size of
the emitter. Ultra sharp emitters have been shown and simulated in previous work by
Hori . [30] In addition the problem space is scaled to the emitter size in order to provide
fine resolution in the active region of the device. Boundary conditions are adjusted to
account for the changes in problem space size.
3.1.3 THERMAL AND MECHANICAL MODELING
Thermal modeling has been conducted on a variety of emitter structures to evaluate the
effects of the typical high local current densities. These studies have compelled us to not
only track the devices performance in terms of operating voltage, but also to track the
local current densities. At representative current densities device failure is not likely to
be due thermal effects[27,28.29], but instead due to Maxwell stresses at the tip[29].
3.2 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTROSTATIC SIMULATION
In order to determine a field emitter array's performance a model was built in an
electrostatic solver. The e-field solution from this solve was exported to software
specifically written to calculate I-V characteristics and electron trajectories. For this
study, the I-V data was imported to Matlab for analysis including extracting device
figures of merit: aff, bf,, a and 0, (see Chapter 2 for description of afn, bfn, a and P).
By varying the geometry of the models, we are able to determine trends in cx and 0 as
functions of input parameters (radius of curvature (roc), gate aperture (ap), and cone base
angle (0)). We were able to come up with an expression for a (roc, ap, 0) and p(roc, ap,
0) (See Simple Model In Chapter 4).
3.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
Due to the axially symmetric nature of the cone emitter the problem space in the Ansoft
simulator will be set to a cylindrical coordinate system (which defines the left edge of the
problem space as the z-axis). Only half of the emitter needs to be defined in this case.
The model as drawn in Ansoft is made up of a half cone, the gate structure and the oxide
to support the gate. In order to avoid problems with resolution of the solver, the problem
space is limited to twice the gate aperture in the r direction and four times the gate
aperture in the z direction. Figure 6 shows a plot from the Ansoft package with labels
added to indicate boundary conditions (set on Objects and Edges) that are set by the user.
The black regions (gate and tip) are set to be perfect conductors and the gray region is
Si0 2.
The top edge in the problem space is selected as a boundary with a voltage. This
boundary is set to be the anode voltage (Va) which was a constant value for our models.
The left edge is automatically set by Ansoft to be the z-axis in the cylindrical coordinate
system. The right edge is selected to be a symmetric boundary with even symmetry
(meaning that there will be no normal components of the e-field at this boundary). The
bottom edge of the problem space is selected to be the ground plane. The emitter tip is
set as an object voltage source with a value of 0 V. The gate is set as an object voltage
source set to the gate voltage (Vg).
Set Boundary: Value = Va
Set Object:
Source = 0 volts
Set Boundary:
Symmetry = Even
bject:
e= Vg
OUt DUULIUiY. V alue = U VUILS
Figure 6: Ansoft Problem Space with Boundary Conditions
3.3 DESCRIPTIONS OF ANSOFT SOFTWARE
The Maxwell 2D Field Simulator is an interactive software packaŽ,:: for analyzing Electric
and Magnetic fields in structures with uniform cross sections of full rotational symmetry -
- where the field patterns in the entire device can be analyzed by modeling a the field
patterns in its cross section. [31] . The solver calculates the solution to Laplace's
equation in cylindrical coordinates. This solver determines the electric potential at the
nodes of an irregular mesh and uses numerical differentiation to find the E-field
components at the same nodes[22].
The Ansoft package uses a post processor for the manipulation of the field data. The post
processor was used to export the E-field data to ASCII files for use in the custom
software.
gate
aPerture -
Figure 7: Geometry of a Field Emitter
3.4 SUPERPOSITION OF ELECTRIC FIELD
Laplace's equation is linear in potential and allows a general solution to the e-field to be
found as a superposition of a basis set solutions.[22,32] In order to minimize the run
times for each model solutions were done in three steps:
1. Solve the electrostatic Problem with Va = 1.0 V and Vg = 1.0 V. This is done
in order for the adaptive mesh to come to a fine enough resolution so that is
will not be refined in either of the next two steps.
2. Solve the electrostatic problem with Va = 1.0 V and Vg = 0.OV. The E - field
solution to this setup is exported from ANSOFT and will be used as the
'anode E-field solution (Ea)' (written into an ASCII file as
<project_name> _a.arg).
3. Solve the electrostatic problem with Va = 0.0 V and Vg = 1.OV. The E - field
solution to this setup is exported from ANSOFT and will be used as the 'gate
e-field solution (Eg)' (written into an ASCII file as <project name> g.arg).
By creating two e-field solutions I am able to quickly create the boundary conditions in
the custom software by taking linear combinations of the two solutions. In order to do
this arrays are loaded with the two solutions, (Ea & Eg), and the linear combination will
produce a total E-field solution based on:
Etot, (r,z)= V•Ea(r,z)+ VE,(r, z) [14]
which allows for the sweeping of either the gate voltage or the anode voltage in the
custom software without using Ansoft to re-solve the electrostatic problem. An
additional term is added to include e-field contributions due to a focusing electrode when
required.
3.5 ELECTRON LOCATION
One of the major challenges in finite element mesh solution is to determine within which
triangle the point of interest lies. In order to save computational time, a two step
approach was taken in order to determine which triangle the point of interest lies within.
To determine if the point lies in a triangle in the array, the coordinates of the point are
compared to the rectangle that encloses the triangle (See Figure 8.a). This will eliminate
all but a few triangles from further comparison. If a triangle passes the first criterion,
then the coordinates of the point are transformed with the following matrix.
[r ,  (r] - r2) (r -r2)1'(r-r2)[15
z' (z3 (z  2 z)
This transforms the point (r, z) in r-z space to the point (r', z') in r'-z' space. As seen in
Figure 8 a & b, the location of (r', z') can be compared in location to a standard right
triangle with vertices at (0,0), (1,0), and (0,1). If the transformed point lies within this
transformed triangle, then (r, z) lies within the original triangle. The point Pi in Figure 8
would pass the first criterion because its r value falls within rmin and rmx and it's z value
fall between Zmin and zmax, but when transformed to r'-z' space, would lie outside the
standard right triangle. Point P, does not lie within the triangle in question. The point P2
would also pass the first criterion and pass the second criterion, therefore is found to lie
within the triangle in question.
"'7
rmin rm. r
a) General Triangle
Figure 8: Triangle
V'3(01)
I\: 0
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b) Standard Triangle
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3.6 INTERPOLATION OF E-FIELD AT A POINT
Once the specific triangle containing the point is located, the value of the electric field at
that location within the triangle must be calculated. The solution provide by Ansoft is a
second order triangular mesh which has E-field solutions at the three vertices and at the
three midpoints of the legs. A quadratic interpolation is used to calculate the interior field
of the triangle.
Quadratic interpolation is done by linearly
described, using equation 15.[33]
transforming to a new plane as previously
*r
Figure 9: Nodes for Quadratic Interpolation Solution
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The E-field solution (determine each component Er and ez separately) at the point (r', z') is
calculated by fitting the six known solutions to a parabaloid:
E(r', z')=a0 +a,r'+a2z'+3ar' +a 4r' z' +a,' 2  [16]
where the interpolation coefficients are given by:
o 
.
a0
a(1
a 2
a 3
a 4
aX5
1 0 0 0 0 0
-3 -1 0 4 0 0
-3 0 -1 0 0 4
2 2 0 -4 0 0
4 0 0 -4 4 -4
2 0 2 0 0 -4
Ev
eV2
eV3
eM3
EM1
M2
[17]
where the column vector e contains the component of the e-field solutions at the vertices
and midpoints as labeled in Figure 9.
3.7 E-FIELD AT SURFACE AND CURRENT DENSITY
In order to determine the emitted current density, the e-field solution at the surface is
required. The arc that defines the rounded part of the tip is made up of 10 cords in the
model. Each cord is a segment of length (L) which is calculated from the Ansoft model
file. The leg of the emitter is also partitioned by the custom software into segments of
length L. The current density associated with each segment is determined by using the
Fowler Nordheim equation with the e-field given at the midpoint (labeled in Figure 10 as
the electron launch points).
segment 2;t- exp-B - .v(y) [18]
<P F" tmidpoint
The current for the segment is found by multiplying the current density associated with
the segment and the area found by sweeping that segment around that axis of symmetry to
form a shell type surface.
:h point
rnnidpoint
Figure 10: Emitter Tip
segment = segment "areasegment
areasegment = 2 L -it rmidpoint
Itotal = segement
[19]
[20]
[21]
Itot is the cathode current calculated for the e-field solution for a given superposition
defined by Vg and Va. As Vg is changed, the associated current is re-calculated to
determine the I-V characteristic.
le

CHAPTER 4
SIMPLIFIED MODEL
In order to be able to more quickly evaluate the trends in devices as different scaling
methods are evaluated, a simple mathematical model was developed. The electrostatic
solutions previously described could characterize a device's performance with two
parameters, a and p. By performing the simulations for a variety of device geometries
over the size range of interest we were able to fit mathematical expressions for a(roc, ap,
0) and p(roc, ap, 0).
4.1 FITTING OF BETA
f dependencies can be determined by a comparison of:
e= BV & E=V +
and the previous discussion on the ball in a sphere model where the radius of curvature of
the tip (roc) is represented by the radius of the inner ball (r) and the gate aperture (ap) is
represented by the radius of the outer sphere (d). From this we see that 0 will be a
function of l/roc and l/ap. The base angle (0) dependencies is more difficult to extract.
By examining the two extremes (0 = 00 implies a parallel plate system, and 0 = 1800
implies the isolated floating sphere), a weak linear relationship between 0 and 0 is
predicted. A plot of P vs. 1/roc fit extremely well to a line whose slope and intercept
were then fit as a function of 1/ap and 0. The combined function for 3 gives the proper
relationship p(roc, ap, 0) which agrees with previous simulation work. [30]
mn (ap,O)P (roc, ap,)= + b,(ap,O) [22]
roc
mp(ap,O)= mo + n( l+ m20 [23]
b =(ap,O)=b+bj- +b20 [24]
ap
The coefficients moo, mi, m2, bo, bl, and b2 were found by performing a multiple linear
regression fit of the previously found slopes and intercepts of the 3 vs. l/roc data. The
coefficient values were found to be: mo = -3.2738e+06, mi = 1.0851e+08, m2
8.6002e+04, bo = 1.0632e+06, bl = 2.6461e+07, and b2 = -7.5684e+03. These coefficient
values above were used exactly as shown in the simple model. Further analysis indicates
that some of the coefficients may dominate over other. mi will dominate the mp behavior
(especially for the smaller apertures), followed by the m2 and mo. The bp will be
dominated by the bh term over the range of ap and 0 in question.
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Figure 13: Beta vs. Cone Base Angle
The mathematical fit for P is an accurate representation of the electrostatic results over
the range of geometries (0.5nm < roc < 10nm, 50nm < ap < 500nm, and 500 < 0 < 800).
4.2 FITTING OF ALPHA
In the previous manipulation of the Fowler Nordheim equation:
J = - [25]
is used and c is considered the effective emitting area of the emitter tip. Based on the
units of a and the effect of scaling the radius of the tip a was assumed to be a function of
r2. A plot of a vs. r2 fit extremely well to a line for all of the apertures and base angles
modeled. Both the aperture and the base angle were reviewed by comparison to the ball
in a sphere model. Based on the ball in a sphere, variations in the aperture should not
affect a. The electrostatic simulation predicted that as the aperture decreases (all other
r Electrostatic Model
-- Crve Fit
apa~ue= 100 nm roc=3 nm
' I ' I ' I ' I '
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parameters held constant) you will have a larger effective emitting area. An inverse
relationship fits a and ap and prevents a from becoming negative at larger aperture sizes.
Alpha is predicted to be a weak function of 0 (over the range analyzed). As the base
angle increases, there will be a larger arc region of the tip and a proportionally larger
effective emitting area. Although a trigonometric relationship between a and 0 more
precise, a first order approximation of a linear fit was used. A plot of a vs. roc2 fit
extremely well to a line whose slope and intercept were then fit as a function of l/ap and
0. The combined function for a gives the proper relationship a(roc, ap, 0).
a(r,ap,) = m,(ap,). r2 2+b () [26]
mra (ap,O) = r + mi + mn20 [27]
ap
ba (0) = bo + b,0 [28]
The coefficients mo, ml, m2, bo, and bi, were found by performing a multiple linear
regression fit of the previously found slopes and intercepts of the a vs. r2 data. The
coefficient values were found to be: mo = -8.7127e-15, mi = 2.8045e-13, m2 = 1.4674e-
16, bo = 3.4633e-16, and bl = -1.3030e-14. The coefficients values above were used
exactly as shown in the simple model. Further analysis indicates that some of the
coefficients may dominate over other. m, will dominate the m behavior (especially for
the smaller apertures), followed by the m2 term and the mo is the least significant. The ba
will be dominated by the bl0 term over the range of 0 in qoestion.
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The mathematical fit for a is an accurate representation of the electrostatic results over
the range of geometries (0.5nm < roc < 10nm, 50nm < ap < 500nm, and 500 < 0 < 800).
4.3 DISTRIBUTION OF RADIUS OF CURVATURE
The ease and fast computational capability of the simple model allow flexibility in
describing the emitter array. In a realistic fabrication there will not be a single value for
the radius of curvature of the tips in the array. Code was written to use the simple model
to calculate array performance. Inputs included an array's average roc (rocave) and :hle
standard deviation (a). Current contributions were calculated for the tips and weighted
according to a gaussian distribution (which determined population distribution from rocave
and a).
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Figure 17: Single ROC and Distribution of ROC
Although the distribution was chosen to be symmetric, a distribution with a longer tail on
the larger roc side is expected. The a was chosen based on what is expected on the left
side of the distribution. Significant current contributions were found to come from the
tips with less then the average roc. As the rocave gets smaller the a needs to be reduced
in order to keep the distribution within reasonable limits. For example, with a rocave = 2
nm, and a a = 0.5 nm, your distribution will give roc below the size of a single atom (or
negative) if you do calculations out further then -3a on the distribution.
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Figure 18: ROC Distribution
In an analysis of results from Lincoln Labs on there 160 nm aperture arrays, we were best
able to fit the arrays performance by using a statistical distribution in the tip radius of
curvature. The model accurately predicts the effective field enhancement (f3) which is
inversely proportional to the slopes in Figure 19. The difference in the plot is due to a
shift in the intercept (am). This shift can be attributed to the number of emitters that are
operating. The model predicts that approximately 3.5% of the emitters are operating and
contributing to the anode current. Inoperative emitters could be due to contamination
problems or falling outside of the ROC distribution. As stated before, a symmetric
distribution of ROC around the average is used, but there is more likely to be a longer tail
on the side of the blunt cones then the sharp cones.
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Figure 19: Lincoln Labs Data
4.4 EFFECTIVE EMITTING STRUCTURE
Electrostatic models were constructed to simulate I-V results provided by SRI. The data
provide include information on two FEAs with the gate aperture = 1000 nm. Table 3
shows the devices with the provided geometry data and tips in the array. Given these
geometries, we were unable to match either the effective field enhancement (as done with
Lincoln Labs above) or the aFN. The model severely under estimated the emission
current. The or,-rect field enhancement could be predicted by reducing the ROC of the
tips which is consistent with the simulation work done by Hori. [30]
Electrostatic models with 1000 nm apertures and 720 base angles were built with a variety
of tip radius of curvatures. The simulation results were used to determine the ROC to
achieve the Pmodel = Iexperiment. With this predicted ROC a value of oxmodel was found and
compared to the Xexperiment. The ca values are the effective emitting areas for the entire
array and a ratio of the two indicate the percentage of tips that are emitting (p).
P= a exp x 100%
(mod
[29]
Device Number Given Oexperimental Iexprimenral n, (num. of Predicted mod~ Pmodel p (%)
ROC eminer in array) ROC
52C-330-25F 120 nm 6.03 x 10-" 5.95 x 105  10052 9.0 nm 1.7 x 10-8  5.8 x 105 0.35
52C3-330-26M 25 nm 3.68 x 10-'1  4.09 x 106 10052 1.5 nm 7.8 x 10-!0 4.0 x 106 0.29
52C3-330-26M 25 nm 5.78 x 10-12 3.13 x 106 10052 2.5 nm 8.1 x 10-'0 3.0 x 106 0.71
(seasoned)
Table 3: SRI Emitter Data and Fit
The 52C-330-25F arrays were well matched for field enhancement by a model with ap =
1000 nm and a ROC = 9 nm. The 52C3-330-26M array was modeled with ROC - 2 nm.
The difference in am is again attributed to the number of emitters functioning. The
number of tips emitting in the 52C-330-25F array and the pre-seasoned 52C3-330-26M
was at or below 0.35%. The after seasoning, the number of operating 52C3-330-26M tips
jumped to over 0.7%.
Fit to SRI Data, (Device: 52C-330-25F)
0.02
1/VN
Figure 20: Fit of SRI Device 52C-330-25F
Figure 20 is a comparison of the SRI data to a model that was described above. The
model that was fit to this experimental data had the same aperture (1000 nm) but a
smaller ROC (9 nm). This indicates that the emission sites are small features on the cone
tip. This is in agreement with past arguments that the emitting atoms from a protuberance
on the tip of the cone
Fit to SRI Data, (Device: 52C3-330-26M seasoned)
IN
Figure 21: Fit of SRI Device 52C3-330-26M - (seasoned)
Even though the model does not predict these large emitters with their macro geometry's,
it does give insight to the functioning of the array at a lower level. Additional fitting of
results with SRI and other sources will be h:Ipful for further validation.
Note on Ansoft Electrostatic Modeler: It is difficult to model the 1000 nm aperture arrays
with small radius of curvature tips. Ansoft does not recommend having variations in
feature sizes in you model of large then 1000:1. This could introduce some errors and the
limitations should be further investigated.
CHAPTER 5
SCALING THEORY FOR FEAS
There are many ways in which the relative geometry may change as a device is scaled to
smaller dimensions. Based on the fabrication process, there is in general good control
over the gate aperture size. In addition there is reasonable control of the aperture
uniformity over a large area array within 10%. [2] The radius of curvature of the devices
is more difficult to control and even more difficult to keep uniform over an entire array.
Three aperture scaling scenarios will be investigated. One assumes that only the radius of
the tip varies, the second assumes only the aperture varies, and the third where they scale
together. For all these scenarios, the ratio of the gate height and the gate aperture will be
kept constant -- equivalent to keeping the base angle of the cone constant.
In order to come up with a simple relationship for how the device parameters will vary
with scaled geometry, approximations were made. Table 4 for a list of nominal values
including the values' relationship to other parameters, and approximations that were
made to simplify the following scaling scenarios.
All of the scenarios which follow are based on the desire to keep the array current density
constant. This is driven by the direct relationship between the pixel current density and
the light intensity for that pixel.
Parameter Nominal Value Notes:
Gate ap Given as either a constant or scaled
Aperture
Tip Radius roc Given as either a constant or scaled
Gate Height h Given as either a constant or scaled, if you assume that the cone base
diameter will be equivalent to ap, and the cone height is equivalent to h;
the ratio of h and ap will determine the base angle 0.
Array Jo Given as a constant.
Current
Density
Beta 13P 1 1
oc - + - : Based on electrostatics and the simulation results,
roc ap
this is the form of 0(roc,ap).
Alpha ca a oc r 2  : Based on electrostatics. The simulation results also
indicated a inverse relationship between ox and ap which will not be used
in this theoretical analysis.
aFN aFN oc ca c p2 From Spindt, 1976 [1]
bFNb 1 From Spindt, 1976 [I]
bFN C -
number of I The 'area' for a tip will be the tip to tip spacing squared. For the array, we
tips per area (2. ap)2  are assuming the tip - to - tip spacing is twice the gate aperture.
Tip Current Jo The tip current is the current from each tip assuming equal current
ip - contributions from each tip in the array.
n
Tip Current Itip Tip current divided by the effective emitting area (a) gives the local
Density J = 0 current density seen at each tip.
Operating V = FN By dividing through by aM and ignoring V 2 term we can solve for Vo
InVoltage  ia from: I = aFN ,2 -exp(- )
Transconduct Itip • bbFN I. bFN
ance gm V 2 By assuming the 2 << in gm 2 + wecan comeSVOV Vo0
with a simple equation for gm for each tip.
Capacitance ox" (2". ap)2 The capacitance for each tip assuming a capacitr: -de up of the gateC ( electrode and the ground plane separated by h.
h
Frequency f g. The unity gain frequency is calculated from gm and C values for eachS= "C emitter.
Table 4: Notes on Constant Array Current Density Scaling
5.1 RADIUS OF CURVATURE SCALING (SCENARIO 1)
In Scenario 1, we are assuming that the tip radius of curvature has changed and the other
device geometry have remained the same. Although this may be difficult to do in a
fabrication process, it is very similar to the effects seen in the 'seasoning' process most
tips undergo. By scaling the radius of the tip, the operating voltage will be reduced and
the frequency response will be improved. The one area of concern is the increase in the
emitter current density. See Table 5 for other results describing changes in device
parameters.
5.2 APERTURE SCALING WITH CONSTANT RADIUS OF CURVATURE
(SCENARIO 2)
In Scenario 2, we are scaling the gate aperture and gate height at the same rate, while
keeping the radius of curvature of the tip constant. In this case, we also get a similar
reduction in the operating voltage. This reduction in Vo is due a quadratic decrease in the
Itip (the increase in number of tips requires much less current out of each tip). Due to the
number of tips per unit area, Je is also significantly reduced. Because of this, we see an
expected decrease in gm because we are operating each tip at lower current. These
changes in gm cancel the effects of the capacitance and leave the frequency response
unchanged. See Table 5 for other results describing changes in device parameters.
5.3 APERTURE SCALING WITH RADIUS OF CURVATURE SCALING
(SCENARIO 3)
For scenario 3, we have scaled all three geometry. This scenario provides the best results
from each of the previous. Although past fabrications have indicated that all three
parameters will scale together, it has yet to be seen for the devices of interest in this study
(ap < 100 nm). Post fabrication 'seasoning' will also be able to provide some scaling of
the ROC. This scenario provides the best reduction in the operating voltage with only a
linear increase in the tip current density. The increase in gm and the decrease in
capacitance provide an improved frequency response. See Table 5 for other results
describing changes in device parameters.
5.4 BASE ANGLE AND GATE HEIGHT DEPENDENCE
The base angle (which represents the aspect ratio of the cone) is also very difficult to
control. SRI achieves control of this by using multiple evaporation sources in the cone
evaporation step. As predicted by Utsami [26], the closer we approached the rounded
whisker, where 0 = 900 the better the device performance. This whisker structure would
maximize the E-field at the tip due to a reduced flux to the shank portion of the emitter.
The only drawback to a tall thin emitter is the thermal effects. Due to a constant cross
section, the high current density would not only be associated with the tip region (as in
the cone). In addition there is less capability to transfer that heat away to the underlying
substrate.
Parameter Nominal Value Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
constant ap scaled ap and scaled ap ,r
and h, scaled r h, constant r and h
Gate Aperture ap ap ap/K ap/K
(given) _K K
Tip Radius r K r r/K(given)
Gate Height h h/K hK
(given)
Array Current Jo Jo Jo Jo
Density (given)
Beta P P•K -K p_-K2
Alpha a a K2 aK'2
aFN aFN =a P2 aFN aFN 'K amFN 'K3
bF K2  K K2
number of tips 1 n n K 2  n K2
n=per area (2 .ap)2
Tip Current i ip t K tipK
Tip Current I,,p Je. K 2  Je J
Density J - K
Operating = bV 2 V V
Voltage VO = ( FNK 2  K 2  K 3
Transconducta Ip= .brN g. K 2  g m -K2
nce gM = V K
Capacitance C =ox -(2. ap)2  C C/K C/K
h
Frequency f= g/ " • K2 f f, -K3
Table 5: Scaling Scenario (Constant Current Density)
If the above scenarios had concentrated on the frequency response of the devices, there
would be a desire to get a further reduction in the capacitance. By decoupling the scaling
of the gate height from the gate aperture, you could construct taller emitter unit cells. If
the cone base is assume to be the same size as the aperture, and the cone height to be the
gate height, you can see that an increase in the cone base angle would result from the
increase in the gate height.
In order to examine the effects of gate height without changing the base angle, 3 models
were built. The models were built based on a model with: 100nm aperture, 3 nm roc and
0 = 800 where the gate height was raised to twice and four times its normal level. The
cone tip was moved up with the gate, and the cone base was adjusted to keep and 0 = 80'.
The geometry in the active region within the gate aperture was identical for all models.
There was no change in device operating characteristics for the variation in gate height.
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CHAPTER 6
LOW VOLTAGE FEAS
6.1 DETERMINATION OF OPERATING VOLTAGE
For display applications, the array current density is very important to the display
performance. The operating voltage is calculated from the I-V form of the Fowler
Nordheim equation for a given Itip. Similar to the scaling analysis above, this current is
determined from the array current density (Jo). The array current density is determined by
requirements for the display application, the anode voltage, and the phosphor efficiency.
The following is an example calculation for Jo. The luminous exitance (M) can be
calculated from:
M = n .L [30]
where n is the solid angle, L is the required luminance (brightness) of the display. By
equating the electrical power per unit area to M above:
M = Jo Van.ode - [31]
where K is the spectral luminous efficiency, Jo is the array current density, and Vano. is
the accelerating voltage. Jo can be solved for:
JO =  [32]
Vanode •K
The values of L, Vanode and K vary dependent on the application. L can range from 70
cd/m 2 for a notebook computer to 300 cd/m 2 for military display applications. L values
as high as 5000 cd/m 2 could be required for flat light sources. The values of Vanode and K
are related. For an application using low voltage phosphors which have a K = 5
lumen/watt the values of Vanode will range from 500 - 1000V. For an application using
high voltage phosphors (typically found in present CRTs) which have a ' = 25
lumen/watt the values of Vanode will range from 10000 - 25000V.
Application L (cd/m2) Vanode (volts) K (lumen/watt) Jo (Ita/cm"2)
Notebook computer w/ LV 70 500 5 8.792
phosphors
Notebook computer w/ HV 70 10000 25 0.088
phosphors
Cockpit display w/ LV 300 500 5 37.7
phosphors
Cockpit display w/ HV 300 10000 25 0.377
phosphors
Flat light source w/ HV 5000 25000 25 2.512
phosphors
Table 6: Display Current Density Requirements
6.2 ROBUST LOW GATE VOLTAGE FIELD EMITTER ARRAYS
The simple model developed form the curve fit ac and f3 data can be used to quickly
predict the performance of a variety of devices.
The operating voltage contour plots shows the device performance in terms of operating
voltage based on the a range of ROC and ap. The cone base angle for the three contour
plots are 550, 650 and 750. The required array current density is 10pMA/cm 2 (similar to the
requirements in Table 6 for a notebook computer.) For the purposes of further
discussion, we will concentrate on the 650 base angle simulations.
Operating Voltage Contour Plot; 0 = 550
Gate Aperture (nm)
Figure 25: Operating Voltage Contour Plot 0 = 550
Operating Voltage Contour Plot; 0 = 650
Gate Aperture (nm)
Figure 26: Operating Voltage Contour Plot 0 = 650
Operating Voltage Contour Plot; 0 = 750
Ir
Gate Aperture (nm)
Figure 27: Operating Voltage Contour Plot 0 = 750
These results show that a low voltage emitter array can be fabricated for the target Vo of 5
- 10 volts. This model assumes that all tips in the array are operating and contributing
equally to the total array current. (As seen in the comparison to the Lincoln Labs data
above, there will be some percentage of tips that are operating, and of these, there will be
a distribution in the ROC of the tips.)
The above Figures show that you can achieve a lower operating voltage as you scale the
aperture, but more importantly for fabrication, the Vo is less sensitive to the distribution
in the ROC at small gate apertures. Figure 28 shows that for an array with a given
distribution in ROC and spread in the operating voltages for those emitter tips is less at
smaller apertures.
Operating Voltage vs. ROC
o
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Figure 28: Operating Voltage Sensitivity to ROC Distribution
This effect of the ROC distribution will be more important in lifetime analysis of arrays.
As tips in the array burn-out, the smaller aperture arrays overall performance will change
less then the larger aperture array.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
I have successfully developed an electrostatic model and a simple mathematical model for
the prediction of ultra small field emitter array performance. Results indicate that scaling
the gate aperture to 100 nm makes it feasible to operate a FEA at voltages below 10 V.
An array with 100 nm gate aperture, base angle of 650 and a ROC of 2 nm ± 0.2 nm is
predicted to have an operating voltage of 10 V even under the assumption that only 5% of
the emitters will be operating. The model predicts changes in performance which track
with the scaling theories developed.
This tool is also useful for analyzing results from emitter array characterizations. By
comparing the results with the model performance, information about the size of the
effective emission sites and the number of emitters operating can be obtained.
Future work should include the fabrication of the ultra small emitters and comparison of
their performance with simulation results. Further refinements to the models could be
made as more data becomes available. Subsequent work studying device performance
can be done analyzing the effects of one or more additional electrodes for focusing. This
may require minor refinements to the developed software.

Appendix A: Software Code
Array Fill Routine:
// **********************FUNCTION***************************
//
// ARYFLL: read info from the given file and add it to
// the arrays
//
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "struc.h"
void aryfll (FILE *fp, TRIA huge *data, int trinum)
int i = 0;
int j; // counter variable
char buffer[20]="Dummy";
double dum;
// Dummy character variable to read to
// Dummy float variable to read to
rewind (fp);
while (i<trinum)
{
// Read until you read Vertices then read data
while (strcmp(buffer, "Vertices") != 0)
fscanf( fp, "%s", buffer );
strcpy(buffer,"Dummy");
// Read in the coodinates for Vl
fscanf( fp,
fscanf( fp,
fscanf( fp,
"%lg", &data->vtx.vl.r);
"%lg", &data->vtx.vl.z);
"%lg", &dum );
// Read in the coodinates for V2
fscanf( fp,
fscanf( fp,
fscanf( fp,
"%lg", &data->vtx.v2.r);
"%lg", &data->vtx.v2.z);
"%lg", &dum );
// Read in the coodinates for V3
fscanf( fp,
fscanf( fp,
fscanf( fp,
"%lg", &data->vtx.v3.-,
"%lg", &data->vtx.v3.7:
"%lg", &dum );
// Read in the values of the R-components
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.vl.r);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
fscanf( fp, "%1g", &data->fld.ml.r);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.m2.r);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.v2.r);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.m3.r);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
// Read in vler
// Read in mler
// Read in m2er
// Read in v2er
// Read in m3er
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.v3.r);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
// Skip over data
for (j=0; j<12; j++)
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );}
// Read in v3er
>vtx.v3.r)));
>vtx.v3.r)));
>vtx.v3.z)));
>vtx.v3.z)));
//
i++
data++;
// Read in the values of the Z-components
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.vl.z);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.ml.z);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.m2.z);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.v2.z);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.m3.z);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &data->fld.v3.z);
fscanf( fp, "%lg", &dum );
// End of reading each e-field file
// Determine the rectangular extent for
data->max.r = max( data->vtx.vl.r, (__max(
data->min.r = _min( data->vtx.vl.r, (_min(
data->max.z = max( data->vtx.vl.z, (__max(
data->min.z = min( data->vtx.vl.z, ( min(
Increment the counter and the pointer
}
// Read in vlez
// Read in mlez
// Read in m2ez
// Read in v2ez
// Read in m3ez
// Read in v3ez
that triangle
data->vtx.v2.r
data->vtx.v2.r
data->vtx.v2.z
data->vtx.v2.z
return;
}
data-
data-
data-
data-
Array Weighting Routine:
// ***********************FUNCTION*************************
//
// ARYWGT: takes the data array and adds in the
// wieghted fields.
//
// ********************************************************
#include "struc.h"
void arywgt (TRIA _huge *data, FILD huge *othdata, float volt, int trinum)
int i = 0;
for (i=0; i<trinum; i++)
{
// Vertex e-field data
(data+i)->fld.vl.r += ((othdata+i)->vl.r * volt);
(data+i)->fld.vl.z += ((othdata+i)->vl.z * volt);
(data+i)->fld.v2.r += ((othdata+i)->v2.r * volt);
(data+i)->fld.v2.z += ((othdata+i)->v2.z * volt);
(data+i)->fld.v3.r += ((othdata+i)->v3.r * volt);
(data+i)->fld.v3.z += ((othdata+i)->v3.z * volt);
// Midpoint e-field data
(data+i)->fld.ml.r += ((othdata+i)->ml.r * volt);
(data+i)->fld.ml.z += ((othdata+i)->ml.z * volt);
(data+i)->fld.m2.r += ((othdata+i)->m2.r * volt);
(data+i)->fld.m2.z += ((othdata+i)->m2.z * volt);
(data+i)->fld.m3.r += ((othdata+i)->m3.r * volt);
(data+i)->fld.m3.z += ((othdata+i)->m3.z * volt);
Current Calculation Routine:
// **********************FN*CTION*************************
//
// CURRENT: Determine which triangle a particular
// point lies within
// ********************************************************
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "struc.h"
// Function Definitions
double fowler (double, double, float);
COOR efatpt (COOR, TRIA huge *);
int wchtri (COOR, TRIA _huge *, int);
// Main Routine
double current (EMIS *laun, TRIA huge *data, int trinum)
int tri;
double mag;
COOR efd;
// Find which triangle it is in
tri = wchtri (laun->node, data, trinum);
// What is the E-field at the point
efd = efatpt (laun->node, (data + tri));
// Fowler Nordheim Current
mag = sqrt(pow(efd.r,2)+pow(efd.z,2));
laun->current = fowler(mag, laun->area, 4.5);
printf("%g,%g,%g,%g,%d\n",laun->node.r, laun->node.z, efd.r, efd.z, tri);
return laun->current;
}
E-Field at a Point Routine:
// ****************************FUNCTION*************************
// EFATPT: Determines the e-field at a point when
// given the coordinates and the pointer
// to the triangle it lies in.
//
// ********************************************************
#include <stdio.h>
#include "struc.h"
COOR efatpt (COOR pt, TRIA huge *tr)
{
COOR ans;
double detl, det2, det3;
double u, v, a[6];
// Coordinate transformation to interpolate the E-field
detl = -((pt.r - tr->vtx.v2.r)*(tr->vtx.vl.z - tr->vtx.v2.z)
+ (pt.z - tr->vtx.v2.z)*(tr->vtx.v2.r - tr->vtx.vl.r));
det2 = -((pt.r - tr->vtx.v2.r)*(tr->vtx.v2.z - tr->vtx.v3.z)
+ (pt.z - tr->vtx.v2.z)*(tr->vtx.v3.r - tr->vtx.v2.r));
det3 = tr->vtx.v3.r*(tr->vtx.v2.z - tr->vtx.vl.z)
+ tr->vtx.v2.r*(tr->vtx.vl.z-tr->vtx.v3.z)
+ tr->vtx.vl.r*(tr->vtx.v3.z-tr->vtx.v2.z);
u = detl/det3;
v = det2/det3;
// Quadratic Interpolation Method for finding the E-field
// using the vertex and midpoint data
// Find Interpolation coefficients - r component
a[O] = tr->fld.vl.r;
all] = (-3 * tr->fld.vl.r)-(tr->fld.v2.r)+(4 * tr->fld.m3.r);
a(2] = (--3 * tr->fld.vl.r)-(tr->fld.v3.r)+(4 * tr->fld.m2.r);
a[3] = (2 * tr->fld.vl.r)+(2 * tr->fld.v2.r)-(4 * tr->fld.m3.r);
a[4] = (4 * tr->fld.vl.r)-(4 * tr->fld.m3.r)+(4 * tr->fld.ml.r)-(4 * tr->fld.m2.r);
a[5] = (2 * tr->fld.vl.r)+(2 * tr->fld.v3.r)-(4 * tr->fld.m2.r);
ans.r = a[0] + (a[l]*u) + (a[2]*v) + (a[33*u*u) + (a[4]*u*v) + (a[5]*v*v);
// Find Interpolation coefficients - z component
a[0] = t; fld.vl.z;
all] = (I3 * tr->fld.vl.z)-(tr->fld.v2.z)+(4 * tr->fld.m3.z);
a[2] = (-3 * tr->fld.vl.z)-(tr->fld.v3.z)+(4 * tr->fld.m2.z);
a[3] = (2 * tr->fld.vl.z)+(2 * tr->fld.v2.z)-(4 * tr->fld.m3.z);
a[41 = (4 * tr->fld.vl.z)-(4 * tr->fld.m3.z)+(4 * tr->fld.ml.z)-(4 * tr->fld.m2.z);
a[5] = (2 * tr->fld.vl.z)+(2 * tr->fld.v3.z)-(4 * tr->fld.m2.z);
ans.z = a[0] + (a[l]*u) + (a[2]*v) + (a[3]*u*u) + (a[4]*u*v) + (a[5]*v*v);
return ans;
}
// Linear Interpolation routine for e-field at point
// Uses only the vertex data to fitt E = a + b*u + c*v
// ans.r = (tr->fld.vl.r) + (u * (tr->fld.v2.r - tr->fld.vl.r))
// + (v * (tr->fld.v3.r - tr->fld.vl.r));
// z component
//ans.z = (tr->fld.vl.z) + (u * (tr->fld.v2.z - tr->fld.vl.z))
(v * (tr->fld.v3.z - tr->fld.vl.z));
//return ans;
Emitter.exe (Main Routine)
// ********************HEADER FILES***********************
#include <stdio.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <float.h>
#include "struc.h"
// ***************INPUT AND OUTPUT STREAMS****************
FILE *streamivch, *streamgate, *streamanod, *streammodl;
FILE *streamfocs, *streamvtx, *streamtraj, *streamlaun;
// ******************FUNCTION DEFINTIONS******************
double length (double, double, double, double);
double fowler (double, double, float);
double current (EMIS *, TRIA _huge *, int);
COOR efatpt (COOR, TRIA _huge *);
int wchtri (COOR, TRIA _huge *, int);
int inputs (UIN *);
int readnum (FILE *);
int readmod (FILE *, double *, EMIS **);
int traj (FILE *, TRIA huge *, EMIS *, int, double *);
void aryfll (FILE *, TRIA huge *, int);
void arywgt (TRIA _huge *, FILD _huge *, float, int);
// *********************MAIN ROUTINE***********************
void main(void)
{
#define SECTION 20
UIN nputs;
UIN *usrin = &nputs;
EMIS *laun; // Array of node data including sites and current
TRIA _huge *data; // Pointer to the structure containing
// the data.
FILD _huge *gatfld; // Po.iu:.'r to the gate e-field soln data
FILD huge *focfld; // Poi- ';er to the focs e-field soln data
int foc; // Flag for focusing in the problem
int trinum; // Number of triangles in the model
int i; // Counter variable
int sites; // Number of sites to launch electrons
int k; // Location of the electron hitting the anode
long arysz; // Size of the DATA array
char fileivch[25];
char filelaun(25];
char filetraj[25];
char filevtx[25];
char filegate[25];
char fileanod(25];
char filefocs[25];
char filemodl[251;
float vg; // Gate voltage
double space(4];
double w;
profile
double cur; //
double ianod[SECTION];
double iande = 0.0;
double igate = 0.0;
double ifocs = 0.0;
// Limits of the problem space 0 - rmin, 1 - zmin
// 2 - rmax, 3 - zmax
// The width of the sections of the Anode for current
Total current from the cathode
//
Inputs from the User
//
/************************************
foc = inputs (usrin);
strcpy (fileivch, nputs.project);
strcat (fileivch, "_o.dat");
strcpy (filegate, nputs.project);
strcat (filegate, "_g.arg");
strcpy (fileanod, nputs.project);
strcat (fileanod, "_a.arg");
strcpy (filefocs, nputs.project);
strcat (filefocs, "_f.arg");
strcpy (filemodl, nputs.project);
strcat (filemodl, ".sm2");
strcpy (filevtx, nputs.project);
strcat (filevtx, "_v.dat");
strcpy (filetraj, nputs.project);
strcat (filetraj, " t.dat");
strcpy (filelaun, nputs.project);
strcat (filelaun, "_l.dat");
printf("%s\n", fileivch);
printf("%s\n", filegate);
printf("%s\n", fileanod);
printf("%s\n", filefocs);
printf("%s\n", filemodl);
**************************************
Open the data files:
// Open the file for the model data
if( (streammodl = fopen( filemodl, "r" )) == NULL
{
printf("The file %s was not opened\n", filemodl);
return;
else
printf("The file %s was opened\n", filemodl);
// Open the file for the anode data
if( (streamanod = fopen( fileanod, "r" )) == NULL
printf("The file %s was not opened\n", fileanod);
return;
else
printf("The file %s was opened\n", fileanod);
// Open the file to get the gate field data
if( (streamgate = fopen( filegate, "r" )) == NULL
{
printf("The file %s was not opened\n", filegate);
return;
else
printf("The file %s was opened\n", filegate);
// Open the to output the vertex data to
if( (streamvtx = fopen( filevtx, "w" )) == NULL )
printf("The file %s was not opened\n", filevtx);
else
printf("The file %s was opened\n", filevtx);
// Open the file for the Focusing Electrode data
if (foc == 1)
if( (streamfocs = fopen( filefocs, "r" )) == NULL )
printf("The file %s was not opened\n", filefocs);
else
printf("The file %s was opened\n", filefocs);
// Open the file to output the I-V Characteristic data
if( (streamivch = fopen( fileivch, "w" )) == NULL )
printf("The file %s was not opened\n", fileivch);
else
printf("The file %s was opened\n", fileivch);
//***********************************************
//
// Load Model information from Files
//***********************************************
sites = readmod(streammodl, space, &laun);
printf("There are %d sites\n\n", sites);
//***********************************************
// Load Data from Files
//
//***********************************************
trinum = readnum(streamgate);
arysz = long(trinum) * sizeof(TRIA);
printf ("The size of TRIA is %d\n", sizeof(TRIA));
printf ("The size of FILD is %d\n", sizeof(FILD));
printf ("and we will try to halloc %ld\n", arysz);
data = (TRIA huge *)_halloc(long(trinum), 256);
if (data == NULL)
{
printf("Calloc Failed to allocate space for 'data'\n"):
return;
gatfld = (FILD huge *)_halloc(long(trinum), 128);
if (gatfld == NULL)
{
printf("Calloc Failed to allocate space for 'gatfld'\n");
return;
}
if (foc == 1)
{
focfld = (FILD _huge *)_halloc(long(trinum), 128);
if (focfld == NULL){
printf("Calloc Failed to allocate space for 'focfld'\n");
return;
printf("There are %d triangles\n\n", trinum);
// Load the gate data, and transfer to gatefld
aryfll (streamgate, data, trinum);
for (i=0; i<trinum; i++)
*(gatfld+i) = (data+i)->fld;
// Load the focusing Electrode data and transfer
// to the focfld
if (foc == 1)
aryfll (streamfocs, data, trinum);
for (i=0; i<trinum; i++)
*(focfld+i) = (data+i)->fld;
// Load the anode data and keep it in the data array
aryfll (streamanod, data, trinum);
// Adjust the soln with the Anode voltage
for (i=O; i<trinum; i++)
// Vertex e-field data
(data+i)->fld.vl.r *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.vl.z *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.v2.r *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.v2.z *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.v3.r *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.v3.z *= nputs.vanod;
// Midpoint e-field data
(data+i)->fld.ml.r *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.ml.z *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.m2.r *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.m2.z *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.m3.r *= nputs.vanod;
(data+i)->fld.m3.z *= nputs.vanod;
printf("Done weighting the Anode data by 'vanod'\n");
// Add back the weighted focusing soln
if (foc == 1)
arywgt(data, focfld, nputs.vfocs, trinum);
fclose (streamfocs);
fclose(streamanod);
fclose(streamgate);
//***********************************************
//
// Calculate the I-V Characteristic
//
//***********************************************
if( (streamtraj = fopen( filetraj, "w" )) == NULL )
printf("The file %s was not opened\n", filetraj);
else
printf("The file %s was opened\n", filetraj);
// Open the file to output the I-V Characteristic data
if( (streamlaun = fopen( filelaun, "w" )) == NULL )
printf("The file %s was not opened\n", filelaun);
else
printf("The file %s was opened\n", filelaun);
// Initialize the Anode Current Array
for (k=0O; k<SECTION; k++)
ianod[k] = 0.0;
for (vg = nputs.vgmin; vg < (nputs.vgmax + nputs.vgstp); vg += nputs.vgstp){
//Add in the first step for the gate field soln
if (vg == nputs.vgmin) // On ther first pass add the vgmin amount to
the data
arywgt(data, gatfld, nputs.vgmin, trinum);
else // If this is not the first pass, then increment by
arywgt(data, gatfld, nputs.vgstp, trinum);
cur = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<sites; i++)
cur += current((laun+i), data, trinum);
// Calculate the e- traj for these voltages for
// the specified gate voltage
if (vg >= nputs.vtraj-(nputs.vgstp/2)
&& vg <= nputs.vtraj+(nputs.vgstp/2))
(laun+i)->objt = traj (streamtraj, data, (laun+i), trinum,
space);
fprintf(streamlaun, "%g,%g,%g,%g\n", (laun+i)->node.r,
(laun+i)->node.z, (laun+i)->current, (laun+i)->area);
switch ((laun+i)->objt)
case 1:
// do the current profile on the anode
w = (space[2] - space [01)/SECTION;
k = int ((laun+i)->hit.r / w);
ianod[k] += (laun+i)->current;
iande += (laun+i)->current;
break;
case 2:
igate += (laun+i)->current;
break;
case 3:
ifocs += (laun+i)->current;
break;
}
// if (i == (sites-l))
// {
// for (k=0; k<SECTION; k++)
// printf("%g,%g,%g\n", w*(k+0.5), space(3],
(ianod[k]/iande));
//
fprintf (streamivch, "%g,%g\n", vg, cur);
// for (i=0; i<sites; i++)
// fprintf(streamivch, "%d,%g\n", i, (laun+i)->current);
// End of the Main Routine
// Output the vertex data to a file
for (i=0; i<trinum; i=i+10)
{
fprintf(streamvtx, 
"%1g,%1g,", (data+i)->vtx.v1.r, (data+i)->vtx.v1.z);
fprintf(streamvtx, 
"%1g,%lg\n", (data+i)->fld.v1.r (data+i)->fldv1 z), .rl --I
// fprintf(streamvtx, "%lg,%lg\n", (data+i)->vtx.v3.r, (data+i)->vtx.v3.z);
// }
fclose (streamvtx);
return;
Fowler Nordheim Tunneling Current Routine
// ***********************FUNCTION*************************
//
// FOWLER: Determin the Fowler - Nordheim tunneling
// current for a node.
//
// fld - the magnitude of the e-field for the emission
// area - the area associated with the emission site
// wf - the work function of the material
#include <math.h>
double fowler (double fld, double area, float wf)
#define A 1.54e-06
#define B -6.44e07
double curden = 0.0;
double cur = 0.0;
double t2y = 1.1;
double vy = 0.0;
double y = 0.0;
double jl = 0.0;
double j2 = 0.0;
fld = fld/100; // convert the field from V/m to V/cm
y = 3.79e-04*sqrt(fld)/wf;
vy = 0.95 - pow(y,2);
if (fld == 0.0)
curden = 0.0;
else
jl = (A * fld * fld)/(t2y * wf);
j2 = (B * pow(wf,l.5) * vy)/(fld);
curden = jl * exp (j2);
curden *= 10000; // convert the current density from amps/cm^2 to amps/m^2
cur = (curden * area);
return cur;}
User Input Routine:
// ***********************FUNC*T*O*************************
// INPUTS: reads information for the files and voltages
//
// ************t********************************************
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "struc.h"
int inputs (UIN *in)
char ans[2]; // answer to y/n questions
int foc=0;
printf ("\n\nThe program requires e-field filed and\n");
printf ("model files. The e-field files should be in\n");
printf ("the form xxxxx_X.arg where xxxxx is the project\n");
printf ("name and X=g for gate, X=a for anode, and X=f\n");
printf ("for the focusing file.\n\n");
printf ("The model file should be in the form xxxxx.sm2\n");
printf ("Where the xxxxx is the project.\n\n");
printf ("Please enter the project name....");
scanf ("%s", in->project);
printf ("\n\nIs there focusing in the problem? (y/n)");
scanf("%s", ans);
printf ("\n\nEnter the object for electron emission...");
scanf ("%s", in->object);
// *********************************************
// Get voltage inputs
printf ("\n\nWhat voltage for Anode...");
scanf("%f", &in->vanod);
printf ("\n\nWhat is the minimum voltage for the Gate...");
scanf("%f", &in->vgmin);
printf ("\n\nWhat is the maximum voltage for the Gate...");
scanf("%f", &in->vgmax);
printf ("\n\nWhat is the step in voltage for the Gate...");
scanf("%f", &in->vgstp);
printf ("\n\nWhat is the voltage -1w Trajectory Calculations...");
scanf("%f", &in->vtraj);
if (strcmp(ans,"Y")==O i1 strcmp(ans, "y")==0)
{
foc = 1;
printf ("\n\nWhat is the voltage for Focusing...");
scanf ("%s", &in->vfocs);
I
return foc;}
Length Routine:.
// ***********************FUNCTION*************************
//
// LENGTH: computes the length of a segment between
// two given points.
//
// ********************************************************
#include <math.h>
double length (double xl, double yl, double x2, double y2)
I
return sqrt(pow((xl-x2),2)+pow((yl-y2),2));
Read Ansoft Model File Routine:
// *************************FNCTION*************************
// READMOD: reads the model file and fills the array
// with the launch points for the electrons
#include <stdlib.h>***********************************
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "struc.h"
#include <math.h>
#define PI 3.14159265358979
// Function Defn:
double length (double, double, double, double);
// Main Routine
int readmod (FILE *fp, double *space, EMIS **site)
int i;
int seg;
double base;
double corr[3];
double corz[3];
double chord;
double leg;
double incr, incz;
double centerr;
double centerz;
double tipr;
double tipz;
double finishr;
double finishz;
double radius;
double angle = 0.0;
double rl, zl, r2, z2;
char buffer[20]; // Dummy buffer variable to read to.
fpos_t pos;
EMIS *temp;
// Find the word "Extent" to input the
// size of the model area
while (strcmp(buffer,"Extent")!=0)
fscanf( fp, "%s", buffer );
for (i=0; i<4; i++)
fscanf( fp, "%lg", (space+i));
printf(" rmin - %g, rmax - %g \n", space[0], space[21);
printf(" zmin - %g, zmax - %g \n", space[l], space[31);
// Find the object for electron emission
while (strcmp(buffer, "tip")!=0)
fscanf( fp, "%s", buffer );
// Mark the begining of this object with the pointer 'pos'
if (fgetpos( fp, &pos ) != 0
printf( "fgetpos error" );
while (strcmp(buffer,"Arc")!=0)
fscanf( fp, "%s", buffer );
// Read in the number of Arc segments
fscanf (fp, "%i", &seg);
*site = (EMIS *)calloc((seg*2), sizeof(EMIS));
//Read in the center, start and finish of the Arc:
for (i=0; i<3; i++)
{
fscanf (fp, "%lg", &corr[i]);
fscanf (fp, "%lg", &corz[i]);
// Re-order the three sets of coodinates in center - tip - finish
for (i=0; i<2; i++)
if ((finishr = corr[i]) != 0.0)
finishz = corz[i];
}
centerr = _min(corr[0], min(corr[l],corr[2]));
centerz = _min(corz[0], min(corz[l1,corz[2]));
tipr = min(corr[0],nmin(corr[l],corr[21));
tipz = max(corz[0], max(corz[l],corz[21));
printf("\ncenter - \t%g\t%g\n", centerr, centerz);
printf("tip - \t%g\t%g\n", tipr, tipz);
printf("finish - \t%g\t%g\n", finishr,finishz);
// Determine where the base of the cone is
if( fsetpos( fp, &pos ) != 0
printf( "fsetpos error" );
base = -1.0;
while (base <= 0.0)
{
while (strcmp(buffer,"Line")!=0)
fscanf( fp, "%s", buffer );
strcpy (buffer, " ");
for (i=0; i<2; i++)
{
fscanf (fp, "%lg", &corr[i]);
fscanf (fp, "%ig", &corz[i]);
if (corr[O] == 0.0 && corz[0] == 0.0)
{
base = corr[l];
printf ("\nbase - %g \n", base);
fclose(fp);
// Determine the points along the object
// for the electron emission. First do the ARC
// section then an equal number along the
// straight region./-
if ((finishz-centerz) == 0.0)
angle = (PI/2)/seg;
else
angle = (atan((finishr-centerr)/(finishz-centerz)))/seg;
radius = (tipz - centerz) * 1.01;
i = 0;
temp = *site;
while (i<seg)
ri = (radius * sin{(i) * angle)) + centerr;
zrl = (radius * cos((i) * angle)) + centerz;
r2 = (radius * sin((i.0) * angle)) + centerr;
z2 = (radius * cos((i+l.0) * angle)) + centerz;
chord = length(rl,zl,r2,z2);
temp->node.r = (radius * sin((i+0.5) * angle)) + centerr;
temp->node.z = (radius * cos((i+0.5) * angle)) + centerz;
temp->area = PI * (rl+r2)*chord;
i++;
temp++;
// Do an equal number of nodes along the leg of
// the cone;
leg = length(finishr, finishz, base, 0.0);
r2 = (temp-l)->node.r;
z2 = (temp-l)->node.z;
incr = (chord/leg) * (base - r2);
incz = (chord/leg) * z2;
while (i < (seg*2))
rl = r2;
zl = z2;
temp->node.r = rl + incr;
temp->node.z = zl - incz;
r2 = rl + incr;
z2 = zl - incz;
temp->area = PI * (rl+r2) * chord;
i++;
temp++;
return (seg*2);
Read Number of Triangles Routine:
// ***********************FNCTION**************************
// READNUM: reads the number of triangles from the
// .arg file. Returns the value of trinum.
// ********************************************************
#include <stdio.h>
int readnum (FILE *fp)
{
int i;
char buffer(20]; // Dummy buffer variable to read to.
rewind (fp); // Go to the beginning of the file
for (i=O; i<4; i++) // Read past the header information
fscanf(fp, "%s", buffer );
fscanf(fp, "%d", &i ); // Read in trinum
return i;
Trajectory Routine:
// ***********************FNCTION***************************
// TRAJ: Determine which triangle a particular
// point lies within
//
// ********************************************************
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "struc.h"
#define QM 1.72E+011
// Function Definitions
COOR efatpt (COOR, TRIA huge *);
int wchtri (COOR, TRIA _huge *, int);
// Main Routine
int traj (FILE *fp, TRIA huge *data, EMIS *laun, int trinum, double *space)
COOR pto; The last point the electron was at
COOR ptp; // The present point the electron is at
COOR fdo; // The e-field at the last point
COOR fdp; // The e-field at the present point
COOR dist; // The typical distance for the triangle we are in
COOR timl; // The times for the z and r movement to span that tri
COOR acel; // The acceleration at that point
int tri;
int objt;
double tim2;
acel.r = 0.0;
acel.z = 0.0;
laun->vel.r = 0.0;
laun->vel.z = 0.0;
ptp = laun->node;
while ((ptp.z < space[3]) && (ptp.r < space[2]) && (ptp.z > space[l]) && (ptp.r >
space[0]))
tri = wchtri(ptp, data, trinum);
fdp = efatpt(ptp, .ca+tri));
// Determine the step size for the particle movement
dist.r = (data+tri)->max.r - (data+tri)->min.r;
dist.z = (data+tri)->max.z - (data+tri)->min.z;
acel.r = -QM * fdp.r;
acel.z = -QM * fdp.z;
timl.r = (-(laun->vel.r) + sqrt (pow(laun-
>vel.r,2)+(2.0*acel.r*dist.r)))/acel.r;
timl.z = (-(laun->vel.z) + sqrt (pow(laun-
>vel.z,2)+(2.0*acel.z*dist.z)))/acel.z;
tim2 = __min(timl.r, timl.z)/2.0;
// Find the new position
pto = ptp;
ptp.r = (0.5 * acel.r * pow(tim2,2.0)) + (laun->vel.r * tim2) + pto.r;
ptp.z = (0.5 * acel.z * pow(tim2,2.0)) + (laun->vel.z * tim2) + pto.z;
// Find the new velocity
// if ((h = (2.0 * acel.r * (ptp.r - pto.r) + pow(laun->vel.r, 2.0))) < 0.0)
// laun->vel.r = -sqrt(-h);
// else
laun->vel.r = sqrt(2.0 * acel.r * (ptp.r - pto.r) + pow(laun-
>vel.r, 2.0));
// if ((h = (2.0 * acel.z * (ptp.z - pto.z) + pow(laun->vel.z, 2.0))) < 0.0)
// laun->vel.z= -sqrt(-h);
// else
laun->vel.z = sqrt(2.0 * acel.z * (ptp.z - pto.z) + pow(laun-
>vel.z, 2.0));
// Determine where the electron hit the anode
if (ptp.z > space[3]) // If the electron struck the anode
{
ptp.r = (((ptp.r-pto.r) * (space[3]-pto.z)) / (ptp.z-pto.z)) +
pto.r;
ptp.z = space(3];
objt = 1;
if (ptp.r > space[2]) // If the electron hit the side of the problem space
ptp.z = (((ptp.z-pto.z) * (space[21-pto.r)) / (ptp.r-pto.r)) +
pto.z;
ptp.r = space[2];
objt = 2;
}
fprintf(fp, "%g,%g\n", ptp.r, ptp.z);
laun->hit = ptp;
return objt;}
Which Triangle Routine:
// **********************FUNCTION*************************
// WCHTRI: Determine which triangle a particular
// point lies within
// ******************************************************
#include <float.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "struc.h"
int wchtri (COOR pt, TRIA huge *tri, int trinum)
{
static int _near lasttri;
int j=0;
int found = 0;
int k=0;
int i=0;
double u, v, detl, det2, det3;
// Determine which triangle the point (pt.r, pt.z) is in.
while (j < trinum)
{
// First check if the point is within the rectangle..
if ((pt.z <= tri->max.z) && (pt.z >= tri->min.z) &&
(pt.r <= tri->max.r) && (pt.r >= tri->min.r))
{
lasttri = j;
found++;
//Transform the point into the right iscoclese
// triangle
detl = -((pt.r - tri->vtx.v2.r)*(tri->vtx.vl.z - tri->vtx.v2.z)
+ (pt.z - tri->vtx.v2.z)*(tri->vtx.v2.r - tri-
>vtx.vl.r));
det2 = -((pt.r - tri->vtx.v2.r)*(tri->vtx.v2.z - tri->vtx.v3.z)
+ (pt.z - tri->vtx.v2.z)*(tri->vtx.v3.r - tri-
>vtx.v2.r));
det3 = tri->vtx.v3.r*(tri->vtx.v2.z - tri->vtx.vl.z)
+ tri->vtx.v2.r*(tri->vtx.vl.z-tri->vtx.v3.z)
+ tri->vtx.vl.r*(tri->vtx.v3.z-tri-
>vtx.v2.z);
u = detl/det3;
v = det2/det3;
// Check to see if the point (pt.r, pt.z) is inside
// the standard right triangle.
if (u >= 0.0 && u <= 1.0 && v >= 0.0 && v <= 1.0)
{
if ( v <= (1.0 - u))
{
lasttri = j;
return j;
}
} // End of the if structure if it is in the rectangle
// Increment the counter and the pointer variable.
j++;
tri++;
} // End of the while loop for checking the array of traiangles
printf("Could not locate the point (%g, %g)\n",pt.r, pt.z);
return lasttri;
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